We attempt to analyze electroencephalogram (EEG) signals from one measurement position that is Fp1 of the international 10-20 system. Fp1 is famous for obtaining the human sensibility by hearing stimulus. An EEG is characterized by the unique and individual characteristics. Little research has been done to take into account the individual characteristics when analyzing the EEG signals. Often the EEG has frequency components which can describe most of the significant characteristics. Then there is the difference of importance between the analyzed frequency components of the EEG. We think that the important difference means the individual characteristics. In this paper, we propose a new EEG extraction of characteristic vector by a latency structure model in individual characteristics (LSMIC). The LSMIC is the latency structure model, which has personal error as the individual characteristics, based on normal distribution. The real-coded genetic algorithms (RGA) are used for specifying the personal error that is unknown parameter. Moreover we propose an objective estimation method that plots the extracted characteristic vectors on a visualization space (three-dimensional space). The visualization space consists of three axes that are a euclidian distance, a cosine distance, and a correlation coefficient.
We attempt to analyze electroencephalogram (EEG) signals from one measurement position that is Fp1 of the international 10-20 system. Fp1 is famous for obtaining the human sensibility by hearing stimulus. An EEG is characterized by the unique and individual characteristics. Little research has been done to take into account the individual characteristics when analyzing the EEG signals. Often the EEG has frequency components which can describe most of the significant characteristics. Then there is the difference of importance between the analyzed frequency components of the EEG. We think that the important difference means the individual characteristics. In this paper, we propose a new EEG extraction of characteristic vector by a latency structure model in individual characteristics (LSMIC). The LSMIC is the latency structure model, which has personal error as the individual characteristics, based on normal distribution. The real-coded genetic algorithms (RGA) are used for specifying the personal error that is unknown parameter. Moreover we propose an objective estimation method that plots the extracted characteristic vectors on a visualization space (three-dimensional space). The visualization space consists of three axes that are a euclidian distance, a cosine distance, and a correlation coefficient.
The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using a realistic simulation and applied to a real EEG data. The subjects listen to four different kinds of music, namely rock (red color), classical (blue color), healing (pink color), and Japanese ballad (green color). This study compares the performance of the cross-factor analysis model and the LSMIC. Fig.1 shows an example of the results. The result of the LSMIC has a low dispersion among the extracted characteristic vectors, when the subject listened to same music, and a high dispersion among the extracted characteristic vectors, when the subject listened to different music, relative to the -factor analysis model. Our simulation results suggest that specifying the individual characteristics is significant for EEG characteristic extraction, because the difference of the LSMIC and the cross-factor analysis model is existence or nonexistence of personal error. From the result, we can confirmed that the proposed method works well. * * ( ) * * * *
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Shin-ichi Ito * , Non-member, Yasue Mitsukura * , Member, Hiroko Nakamura Miyamura * , Non-member, Takafumi Saito * , Non-member, Minoru Fukumi * * , Member EEG is characterized by the unique and individual characteristics. Little research has been done to take into account the individual characteristics when analyzing EEG signals. Often the EEG has frequency components which can describe most of the significant characteristics. Then there is the difference of importance between the analyzed frequency components of the EEG. We think that the importance difference shows the individual characteristics. In this paper, we propose a new EEG extraction method of characteristic vector by a latency structure model in individual characteristics (LSMIC). The LSMIC is the latency structure model, which has personal error as the individual characteristics, based on normal distribution. The real-coded genetic algorithms (RGA) are used for specifying the personal error that is unknown parameter. Moreover we propose an objective estimation method that plots the EEG characteristic vector on a visualization space. Finally, the performance of the proposed method is evaluated using a realistic simulation and applied to a real EEG data. The result of our experiment shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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